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course description

The course surveys the economic history of the middle east. Particular emphasis is placed on the Islamic Golden Age and its demise (700 CE - 1500 CE) and the encounter with imperialism from 1798 to 1950. The post-1950 period is dealt with briefly. Middle eastern history is considered in the context of the Great Divergence Debate: Why are some countries rich and others poor? In the case of the middle east, the question becomes why did the middle east slip from the pinnacle of civilization in the Golden Age to being a poor part of the world today. Is this trajectory best explained by factors peculiar to the region—in particular, did Islam somehow hold back the middle east as many scholars have contended—or was the long run path of development determined by factors common to many countries including globalization, imperialism, demography, and social organization?

teaching and learning methodologies

The course will include lectures, student presentations, and class discussions with the balance depending on class size and student backgrounds. Most of the readings are scholarly articles. They are intended to illustrate conflicting points of view and alternative methodologies. A particular focus of the course is on how to formulate general claims about historical causation as hypotheses that can be tested with data derivable from surviving records, artifacts, or archaeological sites. Simple micro economics and numerical analysis are powerful tools in formulating and testing hypotheses, and their use will be developed in the course.

assignments and grades

Students are expected to attend all class sessions (unless ill) and to read assignments before the class so that they can discuss them. Students will be asked to prepare readings to present
to class, to present points of view in debates, and to present their own research results. Class participation will count for 25% of the grade in the course.

Students will be required to undertake two guided research exercises in which they collect and analyse data using the framework of articles discussed in class. These exercises will be done with spread sheet software and do not require formal statistical analysis, although it could be used. Each paper should be 10 pages long. The first is due 3 March, and the second is due 14 April. Each exercise is worth 20% of the final grade.

The final piece of graded work will be a 15 page paper in which the student undertakes an economic analysis of some aspect of middle east history of his or her choosing or writes an assessment of some economic policy, initiative, undertaking, or institution that has shaped or been designed to change the course of middle east history. This essay will be worth 35% of the grade and is due on 12 May.

Learning outcomes

By the end of the course, students will have a clearer idea of the evolution of the middle east since the rise of Islam, and the factors that have shaped that evolution. The course aims to develop general intellectual skills to help students recast broad statements about social evolution and historical causation into researchable problems that can be addressed with social science models and empirical investigation. By studying the work of other scholars and by undertaking guided research themselves, students will develop their abilities to use simple economic analysis and spread sheet calculations to investigate hypotheses.

course materials

Most readings are available online. The following book has been ordered for students to purchase:

Charles Issawi, *An Economic History of the Middle East and North Africa.*
Part I The Middle East in the Great Divergence Debate

1 introduction: The Middle East in the Great Divergence

What are the main themes and phases of the economic history of the middle east? Are the themes and phases of middle eastern economic history unique or are they typical of many other places?


2. Life before the Industrial Revolution

What was life like in the middle east before the Industrial Revolution? How did most people support themselves? How much did they earn, what did they eat, how healthy were they?

*Read either or Palgrave:

*J.G. Taylor, “Koordistan,” *Further reports from Her Majesty's diplomatic and consular agents abroad respecting the condition of the industrial classes and the purchase power of money in foreign countries*, British Parliamentary Papers, 1871, C. 414, pp. 793-828


3 Measuring absolute poverty

What is the ‘standard of living’ and how can we measure it? How many calories do people need to live and work? What is the least cost way to survive, and how can we use that as the basis for comparing living standards? How does the present compare to the past, and how did different parts of the world compare to each other?

*Robert C. Allen, “Poverty Lines in History, Theory, and Current International Practice”

4 Was Islam the problem?

An endlessly arising question is whether the history of the middle east is explained by intrinsic features, usually taken to be related to Islam in some sense, or by social and economic factors that operate across all societies. Here we put the question on the table so that we can consider it as we proceed through the course.
Part II The Economics of the Golden Age

5 Population and the Economy: the Malthusian model

What is Malthus’ theory of population? What are the positive and preventive checks, how do they relate to marriage patterns, and do they explain different trajectories of economic development?

6 Malthus in the middle east

How does Malthus’ theory fit the history of the middle east, and what do we learn about the middle east when seen in terms of his theory?

7 Agricultural Revolution

What did Watson’s ‘Islamic Agricultural Revolution’ consist of? Why did it happen? Is Burke’s critique of Watson compelling? How does the agricultural revolution interface with the Malthusian model? How did the rural and urban sectors interact? How did the revolution come undone?

Read either:


8. Feudalism and Oriental Despotism
How was a surplus extracted from the agricultural sector and what was done with it? How did surplus extraction affect economic growth?


9 Cities and Smithian Growth

What is ‘Smithian growth’? Did the Abbasid Caliphate unleash it? How did urban history in the middle east compare to urban history in Europe?


10 Technology in the Middle East and Europe

Did the middle east fall behind Europe in technological sophistication during the middle ages? Was manufacturing technology back wards? Why did the camel replace wheeled transportation? Is there a technological explanation for the rise of the Arabs?


11 Paradoxes of the Transit trade

How did trade between India and Europe develop? How did the transit trade affect the economies of the middle east? What was the impact of the sea route from Europe to India on the middle east?


12 Trading in the Golden Age (and after)
How was international business conducted in this period? How were contracts enforced? Is there any indication that Islamic legal institutions hindered business?


13 Science and the Golden Age

Why was Islamic science a world leader in the Golden Age and why was it overtaken by European science? Does this have bearing on economic growth?

*Chaney E. “Tolerance, Religious Competition and the Rise and Fall of Muslim Science,” Harvard University, Department of Economics, 2008

14 Debating the Golden Age

Was the rise and fall of the Golden Age due to cultural factors or was it the result of ordinary economic causes?


Part III European Imperialism and the Middle East, 1800-1945

15. The Rise of the West: Should we really be talking about Europe?

Why did the centre of economic activity in Europe shift from the Mediterranean to the North Sea in the seventeenth century? Why did the Industrial Revolution happen in Britain?


16 phases and themes: divergent development

How did imperialism and globalization affect the middle east in the long nineteenth century?

17 & 18 transportation revolution & global market integration

How did steamships and railways affect shipping costs? What was the impact on prices in different parts of the world? How were the gains from better transportation distributed among people in Europe and the middle east? How do economists analyse transportation improvements?


19 international and state finance

How was the middle east integrated into world capital markets? What were the implications for political independence and national development?


20 agriculture: export expansion

Did Ottoman land reform create private property in land? What were the implications for economic growth and the distributions of income and wealth? What role did market conditions and transportation changes play in these developments? How did farmers in the middle east react to the opportunities they faced? What implications do those responses have for an assessment of culture and institutions?


21 De-industrialisation

Did globalization lead to de-industrialization?

22 Mohammad Ali’s development drive

How did Mohammed Ali attempt to modernize Egypt and why did he fail?


23 Re-industrialization?

Could the middle east have industrialized before World War II by operating modern factories with its low wage labour?


24 Debate: Was the development of the middle east held back by Islamic institutions?

What were the roles of indigenous institutions and external globalization forces in shaping the development of the middle east since the Golden Age?


Part IV Post-1945

25 phases and themes

What opportunities have independence and oil given middle eastern governments and what have they made of them?


26 capital accumulation and oil
What kind of growth process was unleashed by the discovery of oil on the Arabian Peninsula? Is this an example of the Harrod-Domar or Lewis growth models?


27 State led growth

How did middle eastern states try to develop themselves after independence? How well did ‘socialism’ perform? How much have people’s lives improved in terms of incomes, health, and education?

*Owen and Pamuk, A History of Middle East Economies in the Twentieth Century, Introduction to Part II and Chapters 5 and 6 on Turkey and Egypt, pp. 104-49.


28 demographic transitions

Rapid population growth has been a challenge to middle eastern development. Why did populations grow rapidly after 1950? How was this growth related to earlier demographic behaviour? What bearing does the education and employment of women have on the future prospects of demographic stability?